Support the Data Usability Taking Root Movement

Opportunity to champion a growing nationwide movement of healthcare organizations working in community to improve the completeness and usability of health data. Together, we can improve the quality of care by improving the quality of data.

It’s one thing to get health data to the right place at the right time; it’s quite another to make sure that data is complete and useful.

A healthcare provider’s perspective

- Technology agnostic.
- Participants choose their own implementation pathway and pace.
- Guidance promotes consistency across technologies.
- Collective action solves shared pain points.

Enabled by

- Technical Assistance
- Community of Practice
- Testing Platform Services

Dr. Steven Lane from Health Gorilla

https://youtu.be/qPNxYIcfN5a?si=ydc4dmJmrzS4zS_U

2023 -- breaking ground
- 60+ healthcare organizations join the movement
- Community of practice
- SME-facilitated monthly roundtables
- Data Usability IG v1.0 training

2024 -- growing impact
- Organizations commit to IG v1.0 implementation
- Data Usability Testing Platform & Services
- Technical Assistance
- Performance Scorecard measures impact

Funding Uses
- Growing the movement
- Enhancing Technical Assistance
- Engaging SMEs
- Disseminating community of practice knowledge
- Developing Data Usability IG v2.0

It’s time for data usability guidance to take root!

Reach out to learn more about supporting the movement!
Visit https://sequoiaproject.org/data-usability-taking-root-movement/ or email TakingRoot@SequoiaProject.org